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They spotted an opportunity to make use of an old tyre factory that had been renovated
by the council as distribution hub for local produce.
They understood the need for a distribution hub to facilitate local procurement. Especially
in rural areas like Scotland, schools and care homes can be geographically quite distant
making it difficult for smaller suppliers to cover the whole area for delivery.
The distribution hub as well as the distribution from the hub to the individual schools and
care homes are managed by the council.
For fresh produce they specified that delivery had to be made within 24 hours, which
naturally led to the selection of local suppliers.

What did they do?

The distribution hub also acts as an emergency stock of food for the community in times of
severe winter weather, or through pandemics as shown this year. Between May and August
Dumfries & Galloway was able to deliver 2000 food boxes/week due to their strong local
supply chain. 75% of these food boxes were produced or procured locally.
Local sourcing has really raised their profile in the community. Parents at parents’ evenings
love to see they are working with local suppliers and supporting the local economy and
community.
It costs around £150k/year to run for £2m spend on food. This includes staff and vehicles,
and takes into account the annual rebate from their national contract with Brakes based on
only delivering into one hub.

They source bakery, cheese, yoghurt and eggs all from
within Dumfries and Galloway. Their meat comes from
across the border in Carlisle, but is only 32 miles from
the depot.
SMEs like their egg supplier, Auchtralure Eggs, can
drop off their eggs once at the distribution hub instead
of managing the delivery across 160 schools.
Deliveries across multiple suppliers are consolidated
by the distribution hub considerably reducing food
miles and increasing convenience for the schools and
care homes. They now only receive 4-5
deliveries/week.
Stock control and order processing is now managed
centrally so the individual school and care home teams
don’t have to worry about this.
Some suppliers of highly perishable produce like milk
still deliver directly where they have the distribution
network to manage this.

What were the results?


